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AL-GHAZALl' S THEORY OF INTERPRETATION 

Dr. Nasr Abu-Zaid 

[summary) 

Al-Ghaziill is one of the great Muslim thinkers who still have great impact on modern Islamic 

thought. Some scholars believe that his importance is due to the notion that he could reconcile 

two different modes of interpretation of Islam, namely that of orthodoxical Ash' a rite system and 

that of the mystical Sufi system. 

This paper, however, tries to investigate the validity of such understanding by concentrating 

mainly on his theory of interpretation since it represents not only the core of Al-Ghaziilz's system, 

but it also represents the core of the whole Islamic culture and civilization. It seems that Al-Ghaz

ali's task was not that of a theologian nor of a mystic; he wanted to introduce a comprehensive 

project for Muslims to "revive" religious sciences as opposed to worldly sciences. According to 

Al-Ghaziill, the true meaning of Islam is not to create the society of justice and goodness on earth, 

which has been the major task of Islamic civilization and culture since the 7th century till now; 

it is rather to attain self-personal salvation in the life-after. This life is a path which only counts 

as long as it leads to salvation in the life-after. 

This attitude of Al-Ghaziih was due to socio-political transformations that occurred in the history 

of Islam and which are reflected in his writings. Instead of taking a positive attitude to 

emphasize the true meaning of Islam, he preferred to hold the negative aspect of self-salvation 

through purifications and rituals. Just like the life-after which counts in opposition to this life, it is 

the spiritual world that counts as opposed to this physical world. As for the human being, it is 

his inner spirit and soul which is more important than his body. 

The whole universe has thus been conceived in terms of oppositions and dichotomies, it is 

likely that the meaning of Islam, and accordingly of the Qur'an, has to be turned upside down. 

Although Al-Ghaziill still holds the highly accepted notion of the four levels of meaning in the 

Qur' an, he seems to consider poetry as having more levels of meanings than the Qur' an, an idea 

which violates both the Ash' arite's understanding and the Sufi's interpretation of the Qur'an. 

-0-

In Islam, unlike Judaism and Christianity, it is believed that ·the Qur' an is the exact words of 
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AL-GHAZALl'S THEORY OF INTERPRETATION 

God revealed to His messenger, Prophet Mohammad, through the mediation of the Holy Spirit. 

The Prophet was ordered to transmit it to the people who were also ordered to apply it to their 

own social and personal life<!l. All Muslims all over the world, despite their cultural and theolo

gical differences, believe that Islam, and accordingly Qur' an, is not a way for an individual to 

attain personal salvation, it is rather a way of creating the ideal society of God on earth as much 

as it is a way of controlling the individual conduct. It is a religion of this world as it is for the 

other world, for this life as it is for the life- after. 

But this widely believed understanding of Islam does not seem to be the Sufi's Islam. What we 

intend to investigate in this paper is the specific understanding Al-Ghazali holds of Islam. The 

importance of Al-Ghaziili lies in the fact that he tried his best to "reconsile orthodoxy with the 

mystical teaching which was widespread in his time" <z>. Therefore, most of "the modern 

opinion about religion is much due to the influence of the Imam's thought<'>. According to this, 

studying AI-Ghaziill's interpretation of Islam is not only <l matter of scientific interest, but it is 

also important for the understanding of modern Islamic culture and thought. Al-Ghaziili's books, 

especiolly I~yii' Ul!1m al-Din, are highly regarded and considered as important as the Qur'an 

itself. 

Our interest in his theory of interpretation is due to some reasons. First, it is the essence of his 

mystical and philosophical system which enables us to indulge to all the aspects of this system. 

Second, it gives us an objective norm to evaluate the social ond politico! significance of Al-Ghaza

ll's thought and understanding of Islam. Third, and more important might be, the problem of 

interpretation, Ta'wil, is not the essence of Al-Ghazali's thought only, it is the essence of 

Islamic culture and civilization, old and present as such. Since the Qur' an, which is a linguistic 

text, is the core of this civilization, it is likely that the problem of interpretation is the dynamic 

process by which Islamic culture adjusts to the text or makes the text adjusted to itself. The 

history of Islamic culture and civilization could be studied in fact as a history of textual interpreta

tion, and so could Islamic sciences, whether traditional, naquli, or rational, · aquli, be studied 

as different ways or modes of interpretation. 

In order to explain Al-Ghaziili's theory of interpretation, we have to understand first the task 

he had to accomplish by his writings and teachings. Before searching for his motivations in the 

social and political background of his time, we have to rely first on his own words and discover 

his motivations from within his owt writings. 
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In his book The Deliverer From Error, AL\1unquidh Min al-I;:>alal, Al-Ghazal! gives a detailed 

account of his intellectual and religious struggles, the reason why he broke with the methods of 

the theologian, and his experience which resulted in his concluding that the way of the sufis was 

the best and surest path to true knowledge. But the sufi system which Al-Ghazal! adopted is a 

very unique one within the realm of Islamic Sufism in general. It is obvious that he never gave 

up in his writings theological and philosophical way of argumentation. As for the subject-matter of 

his writings, he dealt almost with all the religious sciences, which makes it very hard to classify 

his writing under any specific discipline. 

Al-Ghazal!'s task in fact was neither of theologian nor of philosopher or Sufi; he wanted to 

introduce a comprehensive project for Muslims to "revive" religious sciences. The concept of 

"revivation" presupposes the returning back to the past which is always conceived as pure and 

glorious. This process of returning back means that the present situation in Islamic society is not 

in accordance with the teachings of religion. That is why the returning back is through the 

revivation of religious sciences. 

The religious sciences Al-Ghazali wanted to revive, however, are not those sciences which are 

supposed to make social and religious reformation possible; they are instead the sciences that help 

the individual attain self-salvation in the life-after. Religious sciences are opposed to worldly 

sciences which Al-Ghalazi attacks so severely and accepts them only on the minimum level that 

helps attaining the real purpose of human existence. To our astonishment, Al-Ghazali includes 

jurisprudence, Fiquh, in worldly sciences and attacks jurists of being involved m worldly 

matters<•!. Al-Ghazal! evaluation of this science is based on its aim and function which is to 

establish the code of conduct for society as well as for individual, for worldly matters as well as 

for rituals, in accordance with the teachings taken from the Qur'an and from the Prophet's 

traditions. According to Al-Ghazali, it is a worldly science because it concentrates only on the 

seen behaviour and conduct, while what really matters is the unseen intention and the inside 

purification of the Muslim. It is not only that jurisprudence is a worldly science, but jurists also 

are condemned because they, according to Al-Ghazall, are affiliated with kings and rulers and 

Sultans and became highly interested in worldly matters, violating the true aim of religion and 

misleading ordinary Muslims. 
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Here we find numeral clues from Al-Ghaziills writings that might help understanding social and 

political conditions of his time. In this connection, we can understand Al-Ghaziili's crisis that 

caused him to abandon everything he used to enjoy. He tells us that he realized how involved in 

the worldly affairs he was; even the most important thing he used to do, teaching, was not 

absolutely for the sake of God; it was rather for sustaining his position and for gaining good and 

wide reputation< 5 >. 

We might add that Al-Ghaziili himself served by his writings to support the Abbasid political 

regime, which means how involved he was not only in ordinary worldly matters but also in 

political debates. In his book Scandales of Shi' ism, Fada'ih Al-Ba~iniyyah, he mentions that it 

was written in respond to the "Highly Sacred Order" of the Abbasid Caliph, Al-Musta~har. 

Al-Ghaziili refers to himself as "servant" <•>. This explains why Al-Ghaziili based his refutation 

of the Batini's ideas on intellectual argumentations, but when he came to defend the Caliph's 

authority he fell in the cage of ideas he had to refute; he attributed to the Abbasid Caliph all the 

attributes of the Imam of Shi' ah. This contradication in ideas and thought is very obvious in this 

book(7>. We will deal later with this contradiction in Al-Ghaziili's system. 

It is now evident that Al-Ghaziil!'s attack against worldly sciences was also against himself and 

against his own conduct which included teaching and writing. So, the Sufi solution for him was 

some sort of self-purification of the sins he thought he had committed. Al-Ghaziili's personal 

experience cannot of course be isolated from the social and political background of his time 

because his writings stand as witnesses of his age as they stand as expression of his personal 

struggle<•>. The Sufi solution then was a solution for Al-Ghaziili as an individual as it intended to 

be for all Muslims. The personal dillema had forced itself not only on the way Al-Ghaziili 

understands Sufism but also in the way he understands Islam. It is out of question that it also 

affected his theory of interpretation. 

Since the task of AI-Ghaziili is to revive religious sciences as opposed to worldly sciences, 

including jurisprudence, it is because this life, this world, does not really matter, but the 

life-after, the other world, that really counts. It is very clear then that Al-Ghaziill has to change 

the significance of religion and accordingly of revelation. The aim of revelation is not the human 

life any more, but it is the life-after. The struggle early Muslims went through in order to 

establish the society of God based on justice and liberty of mind and spirit has no significance for 
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Al-Ghazall. The concept of society itself, Ummah, has no existence m his writings; when he 

discusses the problem of leadership, Imamah, he only defends the Abbasid leadership against 

the opponents of that regime<9l. 

This attitude against this world in favour of the other world was due to social and political 

transformation occured in the history of Islamic civilization. As the Qur'an does not make any 

distinction between different aspects of human life, the Prophet Mohammed was the political 

leader of the new-born society as he was its religious leader. It continued to be the same way 

during the era of the first four Caliphs, the last of them was 'All who was confronted by the 

'Umayyad opposition. The establishment of the 'Umayyad dynasty broke the unity of leadership 

as much as it broke the unity of society itself. It has been believed that the Islamic model had 

been transferred into a monarchic model. 

As for the Abbasid dynasty, the Caliph who was highly regarded a religious leader as he was a 

political leader turned to be a mere symbolic character. "About 820 more extensive authority 

was concentrated in the hands of one man, the Caliph in Baghdad, than in those of any other 

living person; by 920 the power of his successor had so diminished that it was hardly felt even in 

his capital city" ool. The great Islamic Empire was divided into so many small dynasties, thus the 

social and political transformation moved from unity to multiplicity. The symbolic leadership of 

the Caliph was just a religious symbol, whereas the political leadership, gained by military 

power, was in the hands of some minor groups. It is in this age of multiplicity of dynasties and 

duality of religious and political that Al-Ghazal! lived and wrote. 

In his Fa4a'i~ Al-Ba!inyyah, he realizes, and accordingly maintains, that power, namely 

military power, al-Shawkah, should be considered as one of the leadership conditions<" 1• He 

also refers in his I~ya' to the obligation of every Muslim to obey those military leaders as long as 

they have the power and as long as they rule under the name of the Caliph and confess his 

religious leadership 02 l. He argues not to revolt against such rulers no matter how bad, unfair, or 

unjustice their policy is, because they have the power and any revolt could lead to blood-shed. 

This attitude of Al-Ghazall, and of Sufism in general, is not like other attitudes of other religious 

groups within Islamic tenet. Sufism avoided any kind of political reaction against what was 

believed to be a deviation from the norms of Islam. So, instead of fighting against what was 

wrong and evil in social and political life, the Sufi took the easiest path, to withdraw from life 

and society and solitude himself seeking for purification and salvation. Since corruption has 
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stretched its wings everywhere, the Sufi felt that happiness could never be attained in this world 

and should be searched for in the other world. That is exactly what AI-Ghazali is trying to 

convince us to do by teaching us the real meaning of religion and the true aim of revelation. 

-2-

The duality of religious and political in social life has been transferred on the level of ideas and 

conceptions to a duality of life and life-after, of this world and the other world. Although this 

duality on the level of social life was conceived as convergent, it has been formulated on the 

conceptional level as divergent. It has been transformed from duality to dichotomy. It is 

absolutely impossible from this prospective to enjoy this life and to guarantee happiness in the 

life-after at the same time. 

If we reminded Al-Ghazali of what has been believed to be said by the Prophet "Consider this 

life and do for it as if thou will live forever, and consider the life-after and do for it as if thou will 

die very soon" , he would say that we should consider this life as long as it is the only way to 

cross to the other life, it is a necessary stage for man to be evaluated and treated in the life-after 

according to his conduct in this life, so why do you get involved in the temporal while you have 

the eternal. The Muslim, according to Al-Ghazal!, should act in this life like a traveller because 

this life is only a journey, a bridge to the life-after<13 l. The dichotomy of life and life-after is 

more elaborated in Al-Ghazall's system of thought. 

The first sign of the learned sufi is to know the absolute contradiction of this life and the life 

after. It is therefore his obligation not to: 

"seek the world by his learning. He considers the world as insignificant and the hereafter as 

great and never lasting. He considers this world and the next world as diametrically opposed to 

each other like two hostile friends of a man, or like two co-wives. If one friend or co-wife is 

pleased, the other friend or co-wife becomes displeased_ The two worlds are like two scales of 

balance, the lower the one falls, the other rises up higher. Or they like the east and the west. 

The more one advances towards the east, the more he goes distant from the west. Or the 

two worlds are like two pitchers, one is full and another empty. The more you pour water 

from the full pitcher into the empty one, the more the full pitcher will become less and the 

empty one more in water. There is defect in the intellect of a man who has not come to know 

that the happiness of this world will soon pass away, as this matter has been as true by 
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veritable sights and experiences. . . . He who does not consider this world and the next 

world as opposed to each other does not know the religion of the Prophet and does not believe 

in the Qur'an from first to last" <~<l 

Along with the life-life-after dichotomy, there are so many paralel dichotomies that manifest 

the same view in Al-Ghazal!'s system. That is the physical and nonphysical world, the physical 

is the seen world, 'Alam al-Mulku wa-as-Shihadah, while the nonphysical is the spiritual and 

nonseen world, 'Alam al-Malakut. This dichotomy is manifisted in the duality of human body 

and spirit. While the human body is part of the physical world, the human spirit belongs to the 

spiritual, non-seen, world. As for the way through which man can attain knowledge, this 

dichotomy also is at work; man has his five senses which can reflect the physical world, and 

accordingly attain worldly knowledge which is the base for the worldly sciences. The intellect, 

on the other hand, or the heart, is the organ to attain real knowledge or truth, and it can not 

attain this kind of knowledge unless it is purified and polished, therefore it will be ready to 

receive truth not from the outside seen physical world but from the inside spiritual nonseen reality, 

from God 05 l. 

Since the life-after is the spiritual life, and the heart is the organ that belongs to the spiritual 

world and can attain truth while the body is still residing in this world, the Sufi practice should try 

to overcome any physical desires or any materialistic needs in order to strengthen his inner power, 

the power of heart. It is the task of religious sciences to teach man to attain that goal 06 l. 

It is not difficult to realize that every thing in Islamic religion has been turned upside-down. 

The social function turned to be personal solution, the living world, this life, is a mask or a 

dream that should be removed or interpreted. Man, "God's vicegerent on earth" (t7) turned to 

be a monk who should devote himself absolutely to the life-after. His I~ya', as Al-Ghazal1: says, 

might seem to be organized and arranged like those of jurisprudence, but this is only the 

appearance while the content is different<t•l. 

3 

AI Ghazali's interpretation of Islam concentrates mainly on the first stage of revelation, i.e. 

the Makki Qur' anic verses. These are the Qur' anic verses which deal mostly with specific 

subjects such as the existence of God and His Unity, the destruction of the world and eschato-
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logy 09 l. As for the second stage of revelation, i.e. Madan] Qur' anic verses, Al-Ghazal1 either 

reinterprets them to convey his orientation towards the life-after or makes them only teachings 

that control the behaviour of the Muslim in this life in order to attain happiness in the other life. 

When the Qur'an says, for example, "But seek, with the (wealth) which God has bestowed 

on thee, the Home of the Hereafter, nor forget thy portion in this world" <20 l, Al-Ghazal1 

interprets the "portion in this world" as the portion that leads the Muslim to be saved in the life 

after< 21 J. It is obvious that Al-Ghazall ignores the real meaning of the verse which acquires a 

balance of attention and consideration between this life and the life-after. He, on the other hand, 

ignores that the context of the Surah indicates that this verse was a part of an advice to a very 

rich man of Moses' contemporaries, so the meaning should be applied properly to those who does 

not pay any attention to religious matters. If the verse addresses the rich people asking them not 

to forget their portion of this world, what should the advice be to the poor people? 

Since Al-Ghazali has turned everything upside-down, including revelation itself, such a 

question is meaningless, because poverty is considered as a blessing from God, and the poorer a 

Muslim is the closer to God and to attain happiness in the life-after he is< 22 J. Al-Ghazali even 

turns the social institution of marriage to be a mere way of protecting the individual from 

committing sins< 23 J. Its function in human life is not to preserve human spice, but rather to 

protect man from committing adultry. If man can resist his sexual desire, marriage is not 

necessary, because it might lead to involvement in worldly matters in order to meet marriage's 

responsibilities. 

In this process of reinterpretation, Ta'wll, Al-Ghazal1 tries very hard to validate his own view 

of religion. If the life-after that counts, the concentration on revelation will be on one stage of 

revelation ignoring the other or reinterpreting it. But this process of Ta'wil is not applied only to 

the linguistic text of the Qur'an, but it is also applicable to the Prophet's tradition as well as to 

any text whether linguistic or not; it is applicable to the text in the semiological sense. It could 

be applied of course to dreams and to actions as its usage in the Qur'an suggests< 24 J. Since this life 

is only a bridge to the other life, it is likely that its meaning and significance lies behind its 

appearances; the relationship between this life and the life-after is conceived in terms of image 

and meaning. They are like a dream which has visionary scenes that hide the real significance of 

the dream. To understand a dream is to interpret the images into meaning, or in other words to 

cross from the level of form and image to the level of ideas and meaning. The process of crossing, 
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whether applied to this world in relation to the other world or applied to a dream, Is nothing 

but a process of Ta'wll. 

This world, according to Al-Ghazal!, is the world of forms and images while the life-after is a 

world of meaning and ideas, <zs l once again it is the physical world as opposed to the spiritual 

world. The truth lies there in the other spiritual world, and man may attain that truth if he 

abandons this world of forms and images and purifies his heart to enable it to reflect the spiritual 

truth. But this truth could not be easily attained because the Sufi has to go through a very hard 

struggle against his soul and desires. It is in the inside struggle, instead of the outside social and 

political struggle, that the Sufi should gain victory. It is a struggle between Angelic aspects and 

Satanic aspects inside man who becomes the battle field in Al-Ghazali's system. 

In this connection, Al-Ghazali does not hesitate to impose his life-after orientation over the 

period of the Prophet and his compamons. Since this period is conceived as the purest and the 

most glorious period of Islam, AI-Ghaziill explains that the reason behind that was that the early 

Muslims, blessed by being the prophet's contemporaries and witnesses of revelation, could easily 

gain victory over Satan's seductions. But the later the period is the weaker Muslims are in resist

ing the eviJ< 26
). It is here that we also realize the process of "Ta'w!l" working in understanding 

Islamic history. The outside social and political struggle turned to be an inside personal struggle. 

The term "Jihad" then is not any more the sacred war against any forces that stand against 

man's welfare and liberty, it is rather a war against the devil that resides inside man; it is a 

spiritual internal struggle and war. It is the victory in this war that is more important for a 

Muslim to attain the truth and to be saved accordingly. If man succeeds in purifying his heart he is 

elevated to the rank of Angels in the spiritual world; if he fails and follows his desires and 

materialistic demands, he is worse than an animal. The two choices are available to man, and 

it is up to his strength in this internal war to gain any. Being victorious and elevated to the 

spiritual world will make the Muslim able to understand and interpret revelation properly. 

The purification of the heart is then the aim and the end because, if abolished, it will reflect 

clearly the truth like a miror. It is important here to have Al-Ghaziili own words expalining the 

importance of heart purification and of "Ta'w!l" also. He quotes what is believed to be a 

prophetic tradition which says "Angels do not enter a house in which there is a dog" , and, 

using the Ta 'w!l process, he interprets it as "The light of knowledge will not be reflected on an 
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unpurified heart", According to him, this interpretation of the I;Iadith does not violate the literal 

meaning of its words, because the two meanings, i.e., the literal and the symbolic, can be 

related to each other by means of analogy, in which the light of knowledge stands for Angels 

because Angels are the carriers of knowledge and truth to the the heart. The heart, on the other 

hand, stands for the house because the heart is the place where Angels reside if cleaned and 

purified. The dog signifies all the bad qualities and attributes that should be removed from the 

heart, otherwise it will be locked against God's light of knowledge. 

This symbolic interpretation, or allegorical meaning, does not contradict the literal meaning of 

the Hadith; it rather sustains it. The relationship between the two levels of meaning, i.e. the 

literal and the allegorical, is exactly the same relationship between image and meaning in a 

dream, and the interpreter should cross the literal meaning, in which images signify, to the 

allegorical meaning. The images in this I;Iadith are the Angels, the house, and the dog, every 

of which should have a hidden internal meaning as has been explained. 

Al-Ghazall goes on to relate the literal meaning, the forms and images, to this life, while the 

allegorical or symbolic meaning is related to the life-after. In this world, the ideas and meanings 

are hidden in the images and forms, while the life-after has the images and forms hidden m 

meanings and ideas<•7l. If death means transfer from physical form to spiritual existence, it 

means also the attaining of the real and plain truth. Here another J::ladith could be quoted 

"people are sleeping; when they die, they are awaked". But the Sufi who purifies his lie art for 

the light of knowledge that is revealed by God is not sleeping; he is waked up by his purification 

of heart, therefore, he is able to cross the world of forms and images to attain the hidden 

meaning; in other words he is capable of Ta'wll. 

4 

Since the hidden meaning is the real as the life-after is the real, and since Ta'wll is confined to 

those who are capable of complete heart purification, the question might be raised: what about 

ordinary people; how are they going to be saved? Al-Ghazal!, like all other Sufis, will not 

hesitate to distinct the Sufi as an elite from ordinary peoples of the same society. Once again the 

social class division of people has been transferred in the Sufi's system to a division of learned and 

not learned, Kha~:;ah and 'Aammah, the first are of course superior to the later in every 

aspect<zs). Ta'wll, therefore, should not be made available to the later because their minds cari 
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not comperhend any interpretation but the literal. Allegorical or symbolic interpretation might 

even, if revealed to them, distort their believes and thus affect badly their fate< 29 l. 

According to this division of people, we should expect to have two kinds of interpretation, two 

kinds of religion and belief. In fact we have. Some times we find it absolutely impossible to 

reconcile the two systems of thought in Al-Ghazal!'s writings, which have been explained always 

according to what was believed to be his effort to reconcile Sufism and Ash' arism in one system. 

It seems to me, however, that he intended to introduce the two systems of thought as two 

separated entities, one is for the non learned people, i.e., the Ash' arite 's system, and the 

other is for the learned people of purifican andTa'w!l<30 >. 

In this respect we can understand and explain most of the contradictions found in Al-Ghazall's 

writings. One of these contradictions, may be the most important and striking, is that to be 

found in his interpretation of the most important Islamic pillar, i.e. the Unity of God, Taw~id, 

which has two meanings. The first meaning is that of the 'Ash'arite system, while the second 

and the most important, because it is the real, is that of the Sufi which is based on Ta'w!l. As for 

the first, Al-Ghaziil! holds the idea of the literal meaning of revelation concerning so many 

theological problems such as the unity of God's essence and attributes, God's vision in the 

life-after, God's speech, God's will and human will, and lastly all the verses and traditions 

concerning eschatology< 31 l. 

In all these problems, Al-Ghazali defends very strongly the literal meaning. His argumentation 

is based on the simple idea of "possibility" , since something is possible, we should avoid any 

kind of Ta'w!l. This idea of possibility relies, as he clearly states, on intellectual norms of 

necessity, possibility and impossibility< 32 J .' In some place else, Al-Ghazali severelly attacks the 

intellect as being invalid in attaining the meaning of religion because it has its limitation and 

boundaries. The function of the intellect is only to verify prophecy and thus to maintain authen

ticity of revelation< 33 l. 

Taw~id in the second meaning, that of learned people ofTa'w!l, is to conceive of God as The 

One Who causes all the causes to be causes; without his support, they have no effect whatsoever 

because they are only his means of action<'<>. The true meaning of Taw~id is to believe that 

these causes are only mediators, therefore, they should not be hated if they cause bad effects, 

nor be thanked if they cause good effects. They are like the hand or the pen in writing, so 
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whether the written is good or bad, it is not due to the pen or to the hand, it is due to the 

writer; so things should be related directly to God's will and action without realizing the causes. 

If we realize causes and pay attention to them, we are then in the first meaning of Taw~ld. 

This meaning of Taw~id just explained led Al-Ghazall to so many contradictory elements in his 

system of thought, each of which has some dangerous social and political implciations. The first 

to start with is that this conception of Taw~ld leads automatically to some sort of Pantheism, 

Wa~dat al-Wujud, which found its complete expression in the mystical system of Ibn 'Arabi just 

one century after Al-Ghazali's death<ss). Al-Ghazall insistence that everything should be related 

directly to God leads him sometimes to maintain that God is the only real existance<36
). We have 

also to mention that he is very cautious in the way he expresses such idea, but most of these 

expressions surely paved the way for the philosophy of Wa~dat al-Wujud. This fact might make 

us reconsider the highly accepted differentiation between what is believed to be the orthodoxical, 

Sunni, Sufism and the philosophical Sufism. 

The second implication of that conception of Taw~id is that since everything is related to God, 

and any direct cause should not be considered, it is likely to accept with content, ri<;Ia. 

everything happens in personal life or in social life, no matter how bad or unfair that thing is. 

This idea of content is very dangerous if applied to social and political life. In social life, a 

criminal should not be punished or executed for what he or she commits. In political life, the 

idea will be an excuse for any ruler or government because it will justify any unfair and unjust 

policy. In this connection, Al-Ghazali, as was mentioned before, demands the loyalty of 

subjects to any ruler no matter how corrupted he Is, since any opposition action could lead to 

social and political disturbance<37). Since social and political stability is the main concern of 

AI-Ghazall, and since it is also the main concern of any political regime, it is no wonder that his 

books are, and were always, highly regarded by the official clergs all over the Islamic world. 

The third and the most important implication is reflected in that attack Al-Ghazal! always 

makes against learning through books and teachers, i.e. through mediations. Although he 

defends the process of learning and teaching in his treaties on Batini thought, and although he 

devotes one section of his I~ya' to teaching, he confines it to practical sciences, i.e., worldly 

sciences. Religious sciences should be attained only by God through purification of the heart. 

AI-Ghazali condemns any learning that depends on books, and he even claims that the Prophet 

and his companions got their learning and education of religion not through looks but through 
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imitating the Prophet on one hand and through meditation on the other hand. As for the Prophet, 

he got his learning through God, through revelation which was the result of his meditation<38 ). 

We don't have to remind Al-Ghazali of any differences between his time and that of the Prophet 

and his companions because time movement, according to his system, brings about the worse not 

the best. 

Since learning and teachings are denied in relation to religious sciences because the process 

involves mediators and causes, the only way to accomplish salvation, especially for ordinary 

people, is through imitation. Here, once again there is another dichotomy, i.e., of imitation 

and meditation, the first is for ordinary people and the second is for learned people ofTa'wil. If 

imitation is a primary level which might leads to performance of rituals and obedience of religious 

law, meditation will lead to attain the inner and real meaning of religion<39). If ordinary people 

is satisfied with imitation, the Sufi starts with imitation and by moving to meditation he attains a 

higher stage. 

The conception of imitation, as opposed to that of meditation, leads Al-Ghazali to a very 

strange and new projection of the personality of the Prophet Mohammad in Islamic culture. 

Instead of being the messanger of God who transmits and explains revelation as much as being an 

ordinary human being, The Prophet, in Al-Ghazali's system is stereotyped so that his human 

aspect has been hardly realized or considered. It is, therefore, emphatically stated that the 

Prophet should be imitated in every detail of his actions and conduct no matter how trivials those 

details are<•o). 

Although Al-Ghazali quotes so many Qur' anic verses to indicate the necessity of the imitation of 

the Prophet, he does not seem to have realized another Qur'anic verses that emphasize the human 

aspect of Mohammad. Since everything contains form or image and meaning or idea which is 

covered by the form or image, every action of the Prophet should contain a hidden meaning or 

idea<<I). From this prospective, religion has not only reduced to be a way of self salvaton and 

deplored of its social function, but also this religious self-salvation has been reduced to be 

accomplished through imitation of the prophet in every detail of his life. Although Al-Ghazal! does 

not use such terms like salvation, the idea is very close to that of Christianity about salvation 

through Jesus Christ. The idea of salvation and incarnation was previously introduced in Sufism 

through Al-J::Iallaji, who was crucified about two centuries before the time of Al-Ghazali, but our 

thinker is very cautious, so he quotes the Qur'anic verse which praises the Christians as the 
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AL-GHAZALI'S THEORY OF INTERPRETATION 

closest and most intimate people to Muslims, because they include among them monks and priesg:l 

to indicate that the life of monks and priests is the desirable religious life, because it is the 

only life that leads to the attainment of truth. AI-Ghazali goes on to explain that the aim of 

Mohammad's mission and Islamic revelation is to lead people back to the way of God which has 

been deserted. What the Prophet said about Jihad as a substitute for priesthood in Islamic revela

tion is interpreted here to be the struggle against the soul and the devil<<l). 

5-

Meditation, as opposed to imitation, leads to a higher stage, that is of understanding and 

reinterpreting. Ta'w!l is the process through which the hidden meaning is discovered and 

revealed. But it is, in mysticism, not only an apparatus to reconsile with the text, it is rather a 

process of' projecting and understanding. Since Sufism is a personal inner experience, the duality 

of subject-object on the level of epistemology no longer exists. The object, whether is an action 

or a thing or a text, is internalized within the organ of knowledge, the heart, because 

knowledge springs off from inside it not from any outside relation with the object. It springs off 

as clean purified water comes out of a deep well which, if compared with the water of rain which 

gathers in a hole on the ground, signifies the Sufi knowledge in comparison to theological 

or philosophical knowledge attained by the intellect onJy<«l. What the heart really reveals, if 

purified, is the inner light that makes the process of Ta'w!l possible. 

If purification of the heart leads to enlightment which leads to Ta'wil, it is the Ta'wil process 

that makes purification of the heart the highest stage of the religious ritual of purification. 

According to AI-Ghazal!, the purification ritual includes four stages, every of which leads to a 

specific level of knowledge, and therefore leads to a specific level of meaning. The first stage of 

purification is that of the body from materialistic seen dirts. The second stage is that of the body 

members of committing any sin. The third is the purification of the heart of bad feelings and 

ideas and washing it up of bad attributes. The fourth and the highest is the purification of the 

"secret", i.e., the spirit which resides in the heart. The purification of the spirit is to clean it 

up of any worldly thing, thus, it will be only devoted to Go4. This is the stage of purification 

attained by the Prophets which enabled them to receive the light of knowledge directly from 

God<"l. 

This last stage of purification IS the most important one. In favour of this stage, Al-Ghazali 
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reduces the first stage of body purification to the degree that he claims that the Prophet and his 

companions did not bother that much about it as the contemporaries of his time did. Their most 

concern, according to AI-Ghazali, was about the other higher stages of purification because they 

were peoples of Batin not of ~ahir; they were peoples of the life-after not of this life<••>. The 

ritual of fasting, ~iyam, also is devided to the same four stages<47 l. 

It is worth mentioning here that these stages of purification and fasting and of other rituals, in 

the Sufi interpretation of religion, can be compared to the conception of purification in Buddhism 

with its importance to the inner life of the Buddhi monks. Although AI-Ghazali attaks the jurists 

because they pay much attention to such trivial details in human life, he himself indulge to discuss 

very small details concerning the ritual of purification as the Prophet Mohammad used to practice 

it. He, however, justifies his indulgance on the ground that every movement of the Prophet, 

however trivial it might seem on the level of ~ahir, has a hidden-baVn meaning and significance. 

It is, therefore, that every movement in the human life should be measured according to its 

inner meaning, otherwise the human action will be as meaningless as that of an animal<•s>. This 

conception also can be compared to that of "economy of force" and that of "observance of 

propriety" in the behaviour of the Samurai in the Japanese tradition, which has its roots in the 

Indian and the Chinese philosophies, and which is still realized in the Japanese way of behaviour 

and conduct in present days<••>. 

These four stages of purification on the ritual level are parallel and equal to the four levels of 

meaning which can be revealed of a text or a thing or an action. The discovery of these four 

stages of purification is in fact a process ofTa'wH itself, through which four meanings have been 

revealed. It is like a closed circle we don't know for sure where the starting point is; purification 

leads to understanding, i.e., to Ta'w!l, which also leads to more understanding of the stages of 

purification it self. 

The first stage of purification, i.e., of the body from physical dirt, will lead to attain the 

literal meaning of the subject under consideration. This, therefore, will lead to another stage of 

purification, to the second stage of purifying the body members of commiting any kind of sin, 

which leads, in its turn, to uncover the second level of meaning of the subject, i.e., the Ba!in 

meaning. The third level of meaning, that of f:iad, can only be attained after the third stage of 

purification is practiced, i.e., the stage of purifying the heart of all bad attributes. Moving to 

the fourth stage of purification, i.e., of the spirit of everything but God, which is the highest, 
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will lead to uncover the highest level of meaning, i.e., of Ma~la' (so). 

The heart is like a mirror, the more polished and cleaned the more clear it would reflect 

things. The purification of dirt is the ritual process through which it is cleaned, and knowledge, 

therefore, comes out of it like an image is reflected clearly on the surface of a very shining 

mirror< 51 l. When truth is revealed to the heart, the Sufi can comprehend and accordingly inter

pret. But the ability of comprehension and interpretation differs from person to person according 

to everyone's stage of purification. People, therefore, differ according to the level of meaning 

they are able to attain, but few who are able to attain the highest level, those are the people of 

fana'. 

-6-

The process of Ta' wil is applied also, m the Sufi system, to secular texts, especially poetic 

texts, as well as to religious texts. Sufis, however, do not refer to the process applied to poetry 

as Ta'wil; they instead use the term sama', which literally means "hearing" , to convey a 

process of comprehension and interpretation. The term "sa rna' " also means the hearing of 

poetry recited or sung by a beautiful human voice with musical instruments accampanying. It is 

supposed to evoke the inner emotions of the participant, and thus to help him expressing them. 

But Al-Ghazali has first to defend the validity of sam a' against the jurists who calim its prohibition. 

In this defence, it seems that Al-Ghazal! holds great consideration and respect for poetry and 

musical arts, but we have to stay away of such conclusion. Sarna' was prohibited by jurists 

because they identified it as "amusement" and "past time" , but Al-Ghazal!'s defence is based 

on the nonexistence of any specific text in revelation which conveys its prohibition<">. Sarna', 

according to him, is not prohibited as long as it does not involve any prohibited action like 

drinking wine or enjoying women's presence<53
l. 

In this connection, Al-Ghazal! numerates seven ways of sama' which are allowed and not 

forbidden, of which the highest, and the most significant, is that of the Sufi who attained the 

highest degree of knowledge and thus sees nothing but God and hears nothing but from God<s<). 

This highest level of sa rna' is that which counts, because the hearing from God means realizing 

the real meaning of what is heard, the real meaning which conveys the truth hidden in words and 

sounds. 
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It is not only revelation that conveys truth, but any text also can convey truth if it is interpreted 

through the Sufi experience. Since the Sufi experience is personal, the interpretation of a text 

will vary according to theSufi's personal level of knowledge. Like the four stages of purification 

which apply to four levels of interpretation and meaning in the process ofTa'wll, The process of 

sama' also involves four kinds, and every kind applies to a specific level of meaning of the text 

heard as follow: 

The first kind of sa rna' is that of ordinary people who only enjoy musical rhythems without 

being aware of the text recited, thus, they understand nothing. This kind is the lowest because 

it is enjoyed by animals as such. The enjoyment of such kind of sama' is attainable by any living 

being because it depends on life only. It is not difficult for us to compare this kind of sam a' to 

the first stage of purification. 

The second kind of sam a' is that of understanding the text, but the meaning is applied only to 

a beloved woman, whether real or imagined. This is the sama' of the people of desires and 

worldly concerns whose hearts are not purified enough. In this kind of sama ', there is under

standing of the meaning, and there is also a degree of Ta'w!l, but a degree which Al-Ghazali 

condemns as an interpretation meant only to satisfy personal opinion and desire. So, whether 

the text concerned is the revelation or poetry, this kind ofTa'wil or sama' is prohibited<ssJ. 

The third kind of sama' is that of theSufi who ISm the first stages of his practice. It means 

that his state of knowledge is not stable because he is gradually moving from state to state in 

accordance with his stage of practice<••>. In this kind of sa rna', the meaning which poetry 

conveys to the Sufi varies according to his own state, because these stages and states of the sufi 

experience are always in mutual interaction, i.e., a specific stage of practice leads to a specific 

state of knowledge, according to which the sufi moves to another stage of practice etc .. Al-Ghazii-

11 states that the meaning which is conveyed to the heart of the Sufi does not necessarily be close 

to the meaning which was originally intended by the poet in composing his poem, because any 

discourse has so many variations of meaning. These variety or multiplicty of meaning is what 

makes it possible for theSufi to apply the poem to his state. This process is termed as "tanzil" 

which means revelation also. It is then that the Sufi reveals, by sa rna' , what is hidden in his 

heart and applies it to poetry<57 J. 

The fourth kind of sam a' and the highest is that of the Sufi who fulfiled all stages and .states and 
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left them behind to be unified with truth. This is the fana' state where all dichotomies disappear 

including that of the subject-object. In this kind of sama•, nothing is realized or considered but 

God; He is the Speaker and the Listener. The Sufi in this sama' is like the women who cut their 

hands instead of the apples when they saw Joseph's very beautiful face<s•l. It means that he 

realizes nothing but God, he even does not realize the process of realization itself, because he is 

completely absorbed in the scene. It is in this kind of sama' that everything, words, sounds, 

or movements are from God, the only existing reality as Al-Ghazali states it<••l. 

It is worth noting that not all genres of poetry can be subject to sama', it is rather love poetry 

which expresses feelings and emotions of the heart. It, therefore, helps the Sufi to reveal into it 

his own feelings and emctions, since the Sufi experience is also based on love<•ol. 

-7-

It seems that Al-Ghazali, unlike other Sufis, hesitates to apply the conception of multiplicity of 

meaning to the Qur'an as he applies it to poetry. If poetry is subject to tanzil, the Qur' an is only 

subject to Ta'wil with its four limited levels of meanings which can not be compared to the infini

tive levels of meaning involved in tanz!l. In order to defend this view, Al-Ghazali has to 

compare man's discourse to God's words, and in this comparison the inconsistency and the 

contradictions of his system is clearly revealed. First of all, the Qur' an, as he says, does not 

apply to the different states of man, therefore, it is not appropriate to interpret it according to 

any specific state. The Qur'an is intended to be a model for all peoples to follow, not to be 

subject to personal interpretation. It is here we are listening to one of the jurists whom Al-Ghazali 

attacks very severely; it is the orthodoxical view that he refuses to accept because it fixes the 

meaning of the Qur'an<•Il. He, however, tries to apply the process of sama' to some verses of 

the Qur' an though it is very a poor interpretation<62
). 

The second difference between God's words and poetry is that the Qur'an is well known text 

which is always read and heard. It is a text to which all Muslims are used, and with which they 

are very familiar, which means that it is very difficult to apply new meanings to it. Poetry, on 

the other hand, is always new and fresh, and so able to affect the heart and evoke feelings and 

emotions. We need not to comment on such a view which contradicts both orthodoxical and 

mystical views as well as theological and philosophical views concerning the Qur' an. 
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The third distinction Al-Ghaziili mentions IS that of the metrical and rhythematical nature of 

poetry which he thinks has a special effect on the heart<63 l. This idea would have been a real 

contribution to the field of literary criticism if it had been elaborated, but it is only mentioned as 

an argument to defend the process of samii' as applied to poetry, which was a practice already 

settled long before Al-Ghaziill' s time. Had he elaborated the idea of the effect of meter and 

rhythm over the heart, he would have realized that the Qur' an has its own kind of rhythem 

which has been referred to in almost every commentary of the Qur' an. The distinction between 

poetry and the Qur'an in favour of the last was established before Al-Ghaziili. 

Abdul-Quiihir al-Jurjani, who defended the study of poetry as the only way to discover the i 'jiiz 

of the Qur' an, found himself obliged not to consider rhythm and meter as essential parts of 

poetry<••l. Although Al-Ghaziili seems to be going the opposite way of his predecessors, i.e., 

defending poetry in comparison to the Qur' an, he considers poetry as one of the unnecessary 

subjects to study or to learn because it is not one of the religious sciences<•sJ. 

The fourth distinction is that of what Al-Ghaziili believes to be the liberty one has in reciting 

poetry in terms of punctuation. The Qur' an, as he supposes, should be recited and punctuated 

according to certain specific fixed rules, and any violation of these rules is prohibited. Since 

punctuation affects the meaning and changes it sometimes, it is poetry then that should be subject 

to the process of samii' , not the Qur' an<••J. It seems very clear in this point how for Al-Ghaziili is 

from the real nature of the Qur' an in specific and of any linguistic text in general. Although any 

text has a fixed word-order, its interpretation might vary according to the reader's punctuation 

and his grammatical articulation of the word-order. As for the Qur' an, the possibilities of its 

punctuation and of the grammatical articulation of its word-order are infin itive in some verses. 

Good examples of this are the first verses of the second Surah and that of the seventh verse of the 

third Surah. 

In the fifth distinction, Al-Ghaziili moves to discuss the effect of music which can accompany 

the recitation of poetry and which is prohibited to accompany the recitation of the Qur'an. 

Al-Ghaziili believes that the rhythm and melody created by musical instruments add to the effect 

of poetry over the heart, and thus help to evoke more emotions to be expressed. Because people 

are used to correlate music with entertainment and past-time, God's words should be glorified of 

such abuse< 67 l. 
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As for the sixth reason, for not applying samii' to the Qur'an, he says that if a poem or a 

poetic verse is not affecting the heart, the reciter can change the poem and recite a more 

effective one according to the listeners' request, a process which is inappropriate to be applied to 

the Qur'an. Al-Ghaziili goes on to explain that the Qur'an contains different subjects, each of 

which fits a specific state of the human heart, i.e., i:he verses which deal with the subject of 

God's mercy fit the state of fear, while those which deal with the subject of God's punishment fit 

only the state of imperiousness. With the Qur' an, nothing can be omitted, and it is even not 

accepted to ask the reciter to change the verses recited. Once more, Al-Ghaziili mentions the 

liberty of tanzil as opposed to the restrictions of Ta'wll; tanzll means to apply poetry and its 

meaning to the personal Sufi's state of the heart, while Ta'wll is confined to the four levels of 

meaning mentioned before and is not a matter of free personal interpretation. Since the Qur' an is 

the expression of God's intention, it should be understood according to certain specific linguistic, 

grammatical, .and rhytorical rules. Having these rules applied, the Sufi might search for other 

hidden levels of meaning which should not violate the first literal or metaphorical meaning. With 

poetry, on the otherhand, it has been mentioned before that the Sufi does not have to consider 

the literal meaning intended by the poetess). 

All these distinctions betweet God's words and man's discourse lead AI-Ghaziili automatically to 

emphasize the theological conception of the absolute distinction between God and Man in all 

aspects, that leaves nothing in common, a conception which contradicts completely the Sufi 

system. The Sufi system is based on the idea that God created man on His own Image, which 

opens the door to the mystical experience of knowing and unifying with the Attributes of God, 

and, therefore, makes the process of Ta'w!l possible. AI-Ghaziili, however, maintains the 

Ash' arait's conception of the Qur'an as the Eternal Attribute of God, a conception which leads 

him to say that it is not accessible to manc••l. 

Although his aim was only to maintain the validity of samii' , he almost distroyed any possibility 

of understanding the Qur'an, not to mention the application of theTa'wil process to it. It is a 

conclusion AI-Ghaziili will not accept because he did not realize the contradictory conceptions and 

ideas he insisted on holding together, that of Ash'arait's theology and that of Sufism. While the 

later is an internal experience that enables man attain the truth by the inner light of heart casted 

to him by God, the first is a highly institutionalized interpretation of religion. To hold them 

together is in fact to try to have fried ice. 
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It seems that Al-Ghazali's personal crisis, which he thought he solved by adopting the Sufi path,_ 

did not reach an end, for he choose a specific Sufi solution, i.e., to escape finding any real 

solution but giving up the world of social and political struggle in favour of self-struggle for 

purification and self-salvation. It was in fact an ego-centeric solution that both reduces people to 

be neither capable of attaining truth nor able to understand revelation, and makes few others 

the learned men who attain truth and understand revelation. This division of people is the 

only justification of all Al-Ghazali's contradictions. 

God spoke to man through the Prophet to make man's life better, to enable him carry out his 

mission as God's vicegerent on earth. In this connection, the Qur'an argues man and even 

persuades him to learn and obtain all the kinds of sciences needed for him to establish the society 

of God, which is based on justice, equality and liberty. Any interpretation theory of revelation 

should have this aim as its basic periority. 
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　　　　　o・tS　i　b　l　e　・w」t　6。：・p・t♪幽5　k」eit．，b”L．・）Sl”s　tS・Vlび”’i　M－V　｛”ol　t…sしL－・：）

　　　㌧いwJl　u←“；　〉。・・）一・－fl　o・e㌧辱」しTa＿，・．：；’a“－sz・，・．，Tじ㌧y一じ」ド’㌧魍ド塵陣じ」tン」

　　　　　e…SI－1山」しび’i　vYlじ秘チーJl　36ヅ野’叫凶じL，，pal・in。w・’「一”“－lt”

　　い触1・J3．y’”　90i’「り」1　v・一・；一…；　」　”vSt，　Uli』”卵t・一一；cPUI　　6囲」；e・・A・」b。τ劃

　　　o・．，・：i．Slい勺uあ昏t　Wl戯YJ望ジuし”・：－st．e．ll－・㌧飼！。勘　・”t・Jl”」扉’ψ㌧」響

　　　　　　　　　　　　　・㎏」1“・be調｝“b」o　mPl　th醐1アθ1．P．，・・・・・…1．P　Lr，一：・“－il　ow　L遇
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c.D~ cr:JI L..,-_/11 ..::..L,..~I ·~ ~ ·~ J.,_,L:JJ o....~ _,..9 ~l_:,.iJI 0 LS I ~1_, 

~l..::..t..,...:.LS...ol ~-~I J.,_,L; _ "c.L.....JJ" o....~ _,..9 A..:.U ,• L...u.ll U.~ 

~ ~1_:,-;..ll 0 _,u., ~_, . L..,-_,~1 ..::..t..,..~l ·~ ~ u.~ ':1_, ·y4-:-':1 ..::..t..,...:.LS...ol 

•..:}_ri.ll <-:-t......> ~ ~~ ...,....:-~ ~ 0 LS _,.J LoS_,~ ~l..::..t..,..~ _,_,Ji..:... u-o ~1_, ..:}_ri.ll 

U~ ·.uLS ._,._,., • .:..JI ~ ~~~~~ J~ u-o ~~I L:>-"yl ~ _,..g..::....l L. dJ~ UJL.>...o 

• "...>~~!" ~ ~~ ~ 

U-" ....U _,... ,_j>..J L....:..::..J ~ ':II J.,_, L:..1J o.... ~ ~ _, ~I _:,JJI ~ ~ ,_j>..J t....:...::.JI I ~ ..,...,.J _, 

~L..i.JI r-5L>JI "~L" ~~I I~~ ,·~1 ~ "'0.:.1_,_,..11" t~ •1..)1 "_,~...,...::.>':11" 

, tL.':II ~ ~t...._,.':l "~I" t>'-t-= _,s..;....,.JI I~ • Jk.; Ab.J.....JI tL._:r.,- d......o...,.JI_, ...T"~L.,

~1 ~I ~ cr:JI ..::.. ~I J5 yl ~ ..:> lS., l.7" L_,..,JI ·~1 ..;y ..:;..~ ~ o...:.5.J _, 

Fl ~1_:,-;..ll -..J_,~_;,.,_., ~ ~ J5..:._, o......i..:, ..;y _,..,.... 1..5_,5-.i.JI,_j>..Jt....:...::...JI I~_, • ('~I t'Y-"L.I 

~-' , ....:... ..:;.....UI.;,_, -.;._,.....L..,.-.ll Ab.J.....JI ...::...:....,. 1..5.:.WI ~I Y"-' , ..:.r.;.:>.ll "1..5_,_....:.~1 ". ~I ~ 

)1.1; ~_,5.-iJI ~I ..:.r.;~ uS-J_, • 4...w..JI_, • l_,..i-9.11 ..:.r.;.:> ~ 0 LS 1..5.:.WI "~~\" ~I 

~ .:>.:>..r-JI I~ A.J.. ~ -- ~~_, -- Lo.r-J~I ~-' ,~1_:,-;..ll ('Lh..;. ~ u .. Ia •· • 

J.,_, l.::.JI ~ o..:.:...,.._,b.:. ~ _, ~I _:,.iJI ~ 

....,._:;..S o..., ~-' ~I_:,JJI ~ o..., L-..b...--...,. 1..5.:.WI _,~':11 ..r <!l_,.:>..:.. .j>_rJI I~ ~ L.;.....L...J_, 

o.JJ!> 0-"-' , ·~ J5 _,_,...,..., 1..5~\JI 1..5_,_....:.~1 \"iJ.Jt..,-~ 1..5.:.WI _,s..;....,.JI A..:.\ 'L.>-"~':11 r--!w..JI ~ 

..::.J _,..II ~ ~ -- .Y' _, • o..:.:...,.._,.;s.::., _, L....<b.:> y, _, y._,..,.::- l.7" L..,..- t Lh..:. 1..5 i _, 'o.b.l... 1..5 i ~ 

t..,...:.~l U-" ..,., _,.;-rll u....._j_g __ ._,iU L.:...::...J [..,- u-l.....> I 0 _,.;, -- ·.;_. WJ..I ('~ 1..5.:.WI _,s..;....,.JI -

• 'O..,_rJI_, rJWI_, y lS.;;._J I_, ·u I .:>..<JI ~ ~ ~ ·.; _,> 'J [..,- t L.o..:.:.J, ':1 I_, 

(1) The concept of revelation, Walfy, includes these four aspects, God, the Prophet, the Holy Spirit and the people. The 

Qur'anic verses that include the word signify the meaning of "communication" and "transmission" . See: Mu'jam Alfa~ 

ai-Qur'an, Vol. 2, pp. 831-833, 2nd edition, General Egyptian Book Organization, 1970.And Toshihiko lzutsu, 

Revelation As A Linguistic Concept in Islam, Studies in Medieval Thought, Vol. V, 1962, The Japanese Society of 

Medieval Philosophy. 

(2) L. Zolondek, Book XX of AI-Ghaziili's lhya' Uliim Al-Din, Leiden, E.]. Brill, 1963, introduction, p.l. 

(3) Fazal-UI-Karim, Imam Ghazali's I~ya Ulam-Id-Din, The Book House, Pakistan, 1963, introduction, pp. 7-8. 
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AL-GHAZALI'S THEORY OF INTERPRETATION 

(4) See I~ya' "Uilim Al-Din, the Arabic Text, Al-l;lalabi's Liberary Cairo, Vol. I. pp. 5, 17-18, 19-20, 56. 

(5) AI-Munquidh Min al-l_)alal, ed. Abdui-Halim Mahmoud, Modern Books Liberary, Cairo, 5th edition, 1358 H., p. 

125. 

(6) Fa~a'i~ ai-Ba!iniyyah, ed. Abdul-Rahman Badawl, The National Liberary for Publication, Cairo, 1964, p.3. 

(7) Fa~ii"i~, pp. 80-83, 178-192. And See also Munquidh, pp. 112, 120. 

(8) See Munquidh, p. 138. And Fa~a'i~, p. 64. In ]~ya', Vol. I there are too many references to corruption in society 

almost in every aspect of life. 

(9) Seel~ya',Vol. I, P.114. 

(i(j Philip K. Hitti, History of the Arabs, Macmillan International College Editions, lOth edition, 1970, p. 484. 

(11) pp. 176-182. 

02) Vol. II, p. 138. 

(13) l~ya' ,Vol. I, p. 333, Vol. II, p. 244. 

(l.j) l~ya', Vol. I, p. 60 of the Arabic text, P. 74 of the English translation by Fazal-ul-Karim, op. cit. 

(15) See l~ya', Vol. Ill, pp. 2-25. 

(16) l~ya',Vol. I, pp. 20-50. 

(17) Quran, 11, 30. 

(l~ l~ya',Vol. I, p.6 

(19) CF. AI-Suyu~i, Al'itquiin fi Ulum ai-Qur'an, Al-J;lalabi Liberary, Cairo, 1951, The First Category, pp. 6-12. 

~CI Al-Quasas Sura, 67 

~1) I~ya', Vol. II, pp. 84, 108 

~2) l~ya', Vol. IV, PP. 185-200. Also see Vol. III, pp. 96-22S 

~3) Ibid, Vol. II, pp. 20-36 

~4) See The Sura of Joseph, 6, 21, 36, 44-45, 100-101, where the meaning is to interpret dreams. Sura of Cave, 78-82. 

where the meaning is to interpret actions. As for the interpretation of a linguistic text, Kitab, see SUra of 'Irnran Family, 

~5) 

~6) 

~7) 

~~ 

~9) 

ilCI 

ill) 

7, of 'A'riif, 52-53, and the SuraofUnis, 37-39. 

\l2) Fa~ii'i~ ai-Ba~inyyah, pp. 53, 60-61, IJ7-119, 155 

\l3) AI-Munquidh, p. 56 

\l4) l~ya', Vol. ], p. 74 

\l5) See Nasr Abu Zaid, The Philosophy of Hermeneutics: A study of Ibn Arabi's Hermeneutics of the Qur"an, Beirut, Dar 

\l6i 

\l7) 

il~ 

\l9) l~ya', Vol.!, p. 94. 

(4CI See Zolondek, p. 11 
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(41) I~ya', Vol. I, pp. 140-141 

(42) Surah of The Table, 82 

(43) 

(4·~ 

(45) 

(46) 

(47) 

(4~ 

I~ya'. 

I~ya'. 

Ihya', 

I~1ya', 

l~ya', 

I~ya', 

Vol. I, 

Vol. I, 

Vol. I, 

Vol. ], 

Vol. ], 

Vol. ], 

p. 267 

P· 86, Vol. 

pp. 125-126 

PP· 25-26 

p. 235 

pp. 140-141 

II, the book of the wonders of the heart 

(49) lnazo Nitobe, Bushido; The Soul of Japan, Tut Books, Tokyo, 7th edition, 1983, pp. 50-60 

(SCI 

(51) 

(52) 

(53) 

I~ya'. 

I~ya'. 

II;ya' • 

Ibid, 

Vol. 

Vol. 

Vol. 

p. 282 

I, p. 170 

II, p. 288 

II, p. 268 

(54) I~ya', Vol. II, pp. 273-277 

(55) II;ya', Vol. I, p.' 292. See also Fu1a'i~, pp. 117-119 

(56) See II;ya', Vol. IV, pp. 1-349, for detailed description of stages and states. 

(57) I~ya', Vol. II, p. 289 

(5~ The Surah of Joseph, 31 

(59) 

(60/ 

(61) 

(62) 

(63) 

(6•Q 

(65) 

(66) 

(67) 

(~ 

(69) 

I~ya'. Vol. II, 

l~ya', Vol. II, 

See I~ya', Vol. 

I~ya'. Vol. II, 

[~ya'. Vol. II, 

Dala'il al'i' jaz, 

I~ya', Vol. I, 

Il_lya'. Vol. II, 

l~ya'. Vol. II, 

Il}ya', Vol. II, 

l~ya'. Vol. II, 

[Postscript) 

p. 288 

p. 295 

II, pp. 245-256 

p. 295 

p. 296 

The Commercial Library, 

p. 35 

p. 296 

pp. 296-297 

p. 297 

p. 297. 

Cairo, The introduction. 

I. For the translation of the Qur'anic verses quoted, it has been depended on: Abdullah Yusif Ali's Text, Translation and 

Commentary, Dar ai-Kitab a! Misri and Dar al-Kitab Allubnani, 3rd edition. 

2. For the English translation of Al-Ghazali's I}:ya', we could not depend on it except in one case, see note 14, because it 

is not a full translation as the translator himself says in his introduction: 

"unnecessary arguments of different sects prevalent nearly one thousand years ago, some matters not needed at the 

present time and some sayings of some sages of less reputation have been omitted in the present English version" , p. 2. 

3. It is my pleasant duty to acknowledge here that my colleague, Mr. Y. Takashina (Assistant Professor of Arabic 

Department) has helped me typewriting English and Arabic summaries, and seeing the typescript go throgh the press. 
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